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Islam renders great significance to every individual in the society. All the 
people living in society are respectable in the eyes of Islam regardless of 
race, colour or creed. The Qur'an portrays evidently that the Creator of this 
universe has bestowed the 'Son of Adam' with honour. Persons with 
different creeds are equally honoured. 
(1)  'Cl•:.ex 	41:13::=SJ 111:.41211 	41-11:3 j41:9 	l 4a *41-11::3 -:51  Sr" 	:113:3 

"And indeed We have honoured the Children of Adam, and We 
have carried them on land and sea, and had provided them with Al-
Tayyebat (lawful good things) and had preferred them above many 
of those whom We have created with a marked preferment." 

All the Children of Adam (human beings as a whole) are included in this 
honour without any distinction of believers and non-believers. It implies 
plainly that Islam assures complete religious freedom to all citizens of an 
Islamic society, as a non-believer and an atheist with all his refutations of 
Islamic beliefs can be a prestigious and honourable citizen in the society. It 
is to be noted that the rebuff and contradictory behaviour to the Islamic way 
of life is only tolerable by Islam and can not be considered a correct or 
useful one whatsoever. The responsibility of the consequences and outcome 
of the deeds, worldly or pertaining to the hereafter, lies only with the 
person himself in this reference. That's why Islam does not stand in the 
way of non-believer citizens regarding their deeds of religious nature but 
simply conveys and reprimands them through its preaching progression. 
Islam further substantiates that secret of success lies with divulgence of 
Islamic ideology and submission to the Creator of the Universe. After this 
complete message, Islam confers status of a respectable inhabitant to every 
individual and does not oppose to his religious matters even if he desires to 
live according to any other ideology or belief. 

Freedom of religion and conscience is a significant section of 
individual liberty. Every individual wants to comply with his own ideology 
and does not like any kind of hindrance in the way of performing his sacred 
rituals. Islam guarantees such a religious free will to all individuals of the 
society which is protected by law and declares it the duty of Islamic state to 
provide proper shelter to this personal right. The state should offer the 
opportunity and environment of believing and practicing freely one's own 
doctrine as he wills. In terms of religious freedom, one of the distinctive 
Islamic principles is not to endow any citizen with the right to assail or 
object upon others' acts and thoughts on the basis of religious differences. 
All these steps are taken by Islam to secure the society from turmoil. Islam 
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desires the people with different beliefs even the non-believers to be living 
in an Islamic dominion with peace and serenity and the spiritual diversity 
should not create any sort of social disorder. Like other human rights, the 
right of religious free will is not absolute; it is bound by some conditions. 
Islamic state can not tolerate any religion or creed that sabotages the social 
values or involved in hostile activism against Islamic creed. Any defiant 
contention that distresses religious freedom, serenity and peace of the 
society has no tolerability in Islam and ought to be resisted. In reference to 
any factor, internal or external, that initiates any kind of commotion or 
disturbance in the society, it must be opposed with force. Islam endeavours 
to crush all the hands or factors that could cause the intrusion into society's 
peace. This notion and noble cause has been established by the Qur'an as 
obligatory to maintain serenity and peaceful friendly environment of the 
society. 

(2) —4.211 cu u a.  '4,Ati-j  

"And fight them until there is no more mischief (in the society)." 
Islam does not allow any influential factor of the society to intimidate 

the citizens regarding their religious beliefs and attachments, as Islam 
furnishes topmost magnitude to the harmony, peace and smooth running of 
the society. Islam seeks to bring about peace for the society considering it a 
foremost aspiration. Religious activities and rituals of all the human beings 
living in the Islamic society are protected by law as they are regarded as the 
admirable populace having equal rights of protection of their religion like 
their lives and properties. All kind of proselytization through coercion is 
prohibited. Every non-Muslim citizen is allowed to be a convert among the 
religions liberally. Only the Muslim inhabitants are restricted exceptionally 
not to be the converts due to an established discipline of Islam. Islam 
establishes a strong discipline of religious free will, contravention of which 
could cause prosecution or chastisement. Apostasy in Islam is considered a 
breach of that very order of Islamic state and dealt with as a crime, if there 
is an actual established functional Islamic system. Being an ideological 
state, an Islamic state does not allow Muslim citizens to embrace any other 
religion departing Islam. It denotes that the nature of religious freedom for 
Muslims is somewhat discriminative from that of non-Muslims. Islam 
clearly proclaims the fact and divides the religious rights of Islamic state's 
residents into two clear parts. Being a complete code of life, Islam founds 
its state upon that very ideology and does not exclude any aspect of human 
life from the vicinity of its foundations. Thus it truly publicizes that there 
would be two sections of citizenship in the state and they would be treated 
separately regarding their religious matters. Muslim scholars regard this 
spirit of truthfulness as the distinction of Islam that it does not deceive any 
body regarding neither their status in the state nor their rights, unlike some 
other states of the world who constitutionally declare so many equal rights 
for all the citizens but practical situation would be entirely different. The 
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scholars would quote the examples from the previous years of blacks in 
America, non-communists in Russia and national minorities in other 
secular democracies of the world(3)' Hence Islam has divided its populace 
into two fragments, Muslims and non-Muslims, and separate spheres of 
religious free will for both are established. 
Religious Free will of Muslim Citizens: 

Islam does not impose any religious constraint on any individual 
until he embraces Islam. Embracing Islam means that one has agreed to live 
his life according to the Islamic code altogether with his personal 
inclination and will. Now he would be duty-bound to obey specific code of 
life that is designed by Islamic teachings. The right to have sacred beliefs 
of his own choice other than Islam ceases to exist after becoming a Muslim. 
Islam becomes the only belief to have and follow. The limit of religious 
freedom ends with the acceptance of Islam. He was free to choose and 
accept Islam or any other religion before he embraced it. The Qur'anic 
discourse (4)  "C.).111 	;1:A 11" (There is no compulsion in religion) has no 
meanings except the right to choose a religion without any coercion. But 
once Islam is chosen, every Muslim is forced to observe the entire system 
of Islam strictly with all its details without any fail. Negligence without any 
permissible legal ground is unacceptable in this regard. Even the children 
are not spared about sacred obligations imposed by Islam as soon as they 
reach the age of understanding. For example, they would be ordered 
verbally to offer their prayers (An Islamic obligation) when they are only 
seven years of age and would be compelled to do so when they are ten. The 
Holy Prophet (SAW) commands in this respect as follows: 

(5) :44k- 4.1j.;211 -CAA ;•!,- S 1:35 	-&-C,A 1-34ICI oudL:-.1143.11  W— 
"Order your children to offer prayers when they are seven, and 
when they reach the tenth year beat them (for not performing the 
prayers)." 

All the obligations in Islam are considered limits (on one's 
freedom) by Allah, transgressor of which would be penalized because he 
has accepted a strict discipline independently with his own choice. In other 
words, he has completely submitted his own will towards the will of Allah 
Almighty who is the God of Muslims. When he has decided on this 
submission and surrender of his will to the will of the Creator by his 
complete free choice without any coercion, then how can he demand a free 
will after becoming a Muslim? Such a demand after having become a 
Muslim would be rightly considered a breach of contract and defiance of 
the discipline. As the Muslim citizens of an Islamic state are made so 
responsible with their involvement in very important and sensitive contract, 
it is justifiable that the rights of them in an Islamic state should be 
distinctive from that of non-Muslim citizens. 

Islam is a clear contract between the Creator and the creation. It is not 
only a worship system comprising some rituals but it is a complete code of 
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life that covers all aspects of human life. An individual is organised under 
the Islamic principles as well as collective unity is established in the 
society. All the Muslims are commanded to stay united leaving their 
differences behind. As the. Qur'an states: 

(6)  434  tr4 44 411  ji-‘4 
"And hold fast, all of you together, to the rope of Allah, and be not 
divided among yourselves." 

The impulse drives the Muslims to such a unity that they should 
become like a human bbdy which feels all pains and pleasures equally from 
every part of it. This unison of Muslims is desired by the Holy Prophet of 
Islam (SAW) himself as follows: 
(7)  :),ILL, ;Li i.0 	1:5;:aG t 	1111 A411 Sia 442111:3 	4,23:%1:) 404 6e4411 dji 

40:L%2'  
"You would find the Muslims in mutual love and well-wishing 
like a single body which feels pain in the whole body even if it is 
in any small part of the body." 

So the religious framework of the Muslims sets a valuable social 
impact upon the society and the Muslims, bound in strong discipline of 
Islamic obligations and having submitted their own choices to Allah's Will, 
enjoy complete beauty of worldly life, along with the affirmation of reward 
in the hereafter, while sharing their personal aches and joys with each other 
like a single human body. The concept evolves further and this faction is 
developed to be called "Al-Jama'ah" (The Organization) which is the 
foundation stone of entire social as well as political system in an Islamic 
state. Now if somebody longs for getting liberated from Islamic discipline 
by being a convert after having accepted it, he would surely be considered 
desirous, in fact, of entire system's destruction. He is an essential part of 
the system and obviously, cannot be permitted to act upon his desires 
harmful for the system as well as the ideology. He could exercise his free 
will to be or not to be the part of Islamic system which he had exercised 
prior to becoming a Muslim. Hence, withdrawal from the Islamic 
discipline, called apostasy, is not only prohibited by Islamic law but it is 
further declared as an inexcusable crime. The Holy Prophet (SAW) asserts 
about the person seceding from the Islamic system of state as: 

(8)  ZI.p,44 	ZL11:41 	711.-.411 	;k."4:1 
"The person, who secedes from the Islamic system to the mere 
distance of the length of a span and then dies, dies on the ignorant 
beliefs of the pre-Islamic era having no concern with Islam." 

An extremely severe punishment is fixed for this nauseating offence 
considering it against the whole community. It is commanded by the Holy 
Prophet (SAW) that: 

(9)  orsili 4iaLo.) j.A) jl 41,i1 Cisa 
"Kill the person who attempts to create dissension by separating 
himself from the organised system of Islam." 
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He further explains that shattering the unity of the Muslims is a disgusting 
offence and ought to be crushed with an iron hand. In his own words: 

(10) bit .64 1411  4L.L4t4 	Ci6:9 	 *61 :11:)1 °649  
"Who intends to destroy the unity of Ummah (Muslim nation) you 
must kill him with sword, whosoever he is." 

He elaborates the fact in other words that any kind of movement, individual 
or collective, against the unity of Muslims would be fatal even if a single 
person separates from the Islamic state. He said: 
(11) 6%1 j:4 1.14Ls 	9  44I 	Lst.:2 	:;21 S1:_s 	;. :111 	*641 

eAti 
"If you see a person separates from the (Muslim) unity or intends 
to shatter down the group of Prophet Muhammad (SAW), 
whosoever he is, kill him." 

This should not be considered a restriction on the freedom of belief and 
conscience. It is explained by the scholars that penalty of apostasy is not 
contrary to the freedom of religion or belief. Both should be regarded as 
two different things in two different situations. When a person accepts 
Islam and becomes a Muslim, he actually establishes a strong contract that 
he would be responsible to act upon and follow the Islamic belief and 
commandments. Apostasy, withdrawal from the Islamic discipline and 
belief, would evidently mean that he has failed to honour that very contract 
which he had established himself by means of his own free will granted by 
Islam and rightly deserves to be punished. It is according to the common 
principle of law that committer of negligence in performing the duties 
always deserves a penalty (12).  

Strict nature of the Islamic discipline does not deal with only the 
converts going out of the circle of Islam but also controls the Muslim 
citizens regarding the details of basic creeds and fundamental elements of 
Islam. Defiance of any of them would result in a severe penalty because 
there is nothing left optional after entering in Islam. Even though there is 
nothing optional, all the compulsory laws of Islam are entirely beneficial 
for the humanity as they are formulated by the Creator exactly 
commensurate with that very nature upon which the human beings are 
created. 
The Holy Prophet (SAW) affirms the compulsion of Islamic law as 
follows: 

CZN=4.  br9 kill t1141111  i:J1 	4.0! -411111 	alje31  (all 	4..41  kill cji:L2 

(13) 	?u:..1.11's.,4,th 431:,:at, 	j:4; 	-4J 	"eta :;11 	at.'231 j4.:9  
4,111 

"I have been commanded to fight against the people until they 
bear witness to the fact that there is no God but Allah and testify 
that Muhammad (SAW) is the messenger of Allah and establish 
(the system of) Salaat (daily prayers) and pay Zakaat (An Islamic 
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annual tax on specific level of savings). When they would do that, 
their bloods and properties would be sheltered from me except the 
right of Islam, and final settlement of their account (of deeds) lies 
with Allah." 

Islam does not give the status and rights to the citizens who disobey 
Allah's commandments or involved in islamically disapproved 

activities, equal to the common practical Muslims because they are partially 
breaching the contract and hence could not be treated equally with other 
Muslim citizens. Of course, they could be equal again if they return back 
and rectify their behaviour practically towards Islamic discipline. The fact 
is explained in the Qur'an as follows: 

(14)  as:111 	.41:51.1:9 ;41 VS.11:9 OULall tgotil:j 

"If they return back and establish Salaat (daily prayers) and pay 

Zakaat then they are your brothers in Deen (the complete 

religion)." 
Taking argument from this Qur'anic verse the second orthodox caliph Abu 

Bakar Siddique (RAA) decided to fight against the people who refused to 

pay Zakaat (Tax for the poor) and was fully determined to do so even after 
the suggestions from the eminent companions to be lenient and not to stand 
in their way. He proclaimed: 

(15)  Iii41:9 	SA '64 agit1 
"By Allah, I will fight against every person who would (not pay 
Zakaat and would) practically make a difference between Salaat 

(Prayer) and Zakaat (Poor Tax)." 
Islam permits and provides freedom of thought to the Muslim 

inhabitants to express and act upon their own views about theological 
issues and problems of understanding with the exception of fundamental 
beliefs and elements of Islam, and with the condition that the original spirit 
of Qur'anic and Prophetic commandments would not be damaged. 
Complying with the Qur'an and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (SAW), right 
and freedom of thought is admitted by Islam and it is allowed to disagree 
and argue in the issues of social or political nature. Everyone is allowed to 
be independent in his personal matters too if the basic spirit of Islamic 
belief is not being deviated from. The Islamic state is made bound to bear 
and honour the freedom of thought for all masses in this respect. Examples 
could be quoted from the history of golden epoch of the Muslims in this 
respect. In terms of personal free will in social matters, a nice example is 
narrated in the most authentic book of Hadith of a couple's case which was 
presented before the Prophet (SAW) to be settled. A lady called Bareerah 
obtained by law her right of separation from his previous husband after 
embracing Islam. Her husband named Mughees, a black, did not want to 
lose her due to his love with her. He was so attached to her that he was 
weeping bitterly and his beard was drenched in the tears when the both 
reached the Holy Prophet (SAW) for decision. In spite of the miserable 
situation of the husband, the Holy Prophet (SAW), though suggested 
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Bareera not to be separated from her husband and she refused to obey as it 
was only a suggestion not a legal commandment, admitted her right of 
separation and allowed to her to do so(16)* 

In reference to political free will within religious sphere of Islam, an 
example from the early caliphate period is reported in history books that 
Sa'ad bin Ubadah, one of the eminent companions of the Prophet (SAW), 
never took political oath of allegiance in the period of any of the first two 
caliphs of Islam. It is further reported that he never offered daily or weekly 
(Jum'ah) prayers which is an obligation by Islam under the leadership of 
either of them. During the caliphate of Umar(RAA), the second caliph, he 
migrated towards Syria and afterwards died therein(17)' 

It implies that one can be a part of the Muslim community and 
enjoy the rights and status of a Muslim citizen by not breaching the central 
contract i.e. not getting away from Islamic faith even if he is disagreeing 
with the policies of an Islamic state. During the epoch of Ali (RAA), the 
fourth caliph of Islam, a deadly rebellious faction called Khawarij used to 
be active in their mischievous deeds and continuous insurgence against the 
community and the state specifically. Ali (RAA) tried his best to rectify 
their behaviour but all in vain. Then he sent them a message as a policy that 
they would have the right to reside wherever they wanted to live in the state 
but there would be a pledge which they had to honour that they would 
neither shed blood nor create any mischief in the society, and he (Ali) 
would fight against them if they created any disturbance in the society(18)* 

It means that an Islamic state would honour the right and freedom to 
have a difference of opinion and actions up to the limit that no mischief is 
created in the society. State would never, in the name of free will, spare the 
mischievous people or their actions at all as they affect other citizens' 
rights. Islamic state would organize the citizens so as to all Muslims must 
follow Islamic teachings on the whole but would not interfere in personal 
and minor manners. Basic beliefs and fundamental elements of Islam are to 
be observed strictly. In other issues, Muslims are free to choose their own 
way without any restriction within the limits of the Qur'an and Sunnah(19)* 
Freedom of expression is also completely provided to the citizens of 
Muslim state but it is kept limited by imposing a sensitive stipulation. Islam 
does not allow the Muslims even hurting the religious feelings of the 
followers of other religions in the name of freedom of expression. Islam 
binds down the Muslim citizens to honour the religious feelings, sacred 
attachments and rituals of the non-believers. Right of religious freedom 
could not be enjoyed in the real sense without ensuring the same rights for 
others. It is commanded by Allah Almighty in the Qur'an: 

(20) ,t11 	ajc,' s, 641 1,4:4.41];3 
"And insult not those whom they (disbelievers) worship besides 
Allah." 

Religious freedom of Muslim citizens can be better understood by 
concluding that Islamic state confers complete liberty to its Muslim citizens 
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in religious as well as political matters. Islamic state never affords the 
Muslims to ignore the teachings of the Qur'an and the Sunnah (Primary 
sources of Islamic knowledge) since they are the pedestal of Islamic state. 
It is just like that a citizen of a secular state refuses to follow the 
constitution and administrative law of the state and, in other words, 
challenges the writ of the state. Islamic state declares such a person as 
apostate and fixes the same penalty as that of a rebel in a secular state. 
Islamic state establishes its organization on the basis of apparent deeds and 
never doubts the intentions of the citizens. Islamic state would consider him 
a Muslim who apparently observes the fundamental elements of Islam, 
even if he is not internally a genuine Muslim but never allows its Muslim 
citizens to be apostates so as the organization of the society is not 
disrupted. 
Religious Free will of Non-Muslim Citizens: 

Non-Muslim citizens of an Islamic state can be divided into three 
categories. The first category of non-believer citizens consists of those who 
have joined the Islamic state by means of any contract or a treaty. Second 
are those who are dominated by the Islamic state as a result of defeat in 
war, and the third category are those who are other than these two and are 
residing somehow in Islamic state. All these three types of non-Muslim 
citizens are called "Zimmi" (people held in trust) which means that the 
protection of their lives and properties is the responsibility of Islamic state. 
Despite guaranteeing the shelter to their lives and properties, Islam does not 
impose any restriction upon them regarding their religious matters and 
sacred beliefs. Their right to live in the Islamic state as a respectable citizen 
is admitted by Islam and no verdict is imposed upon them with any sort of 
coercion. The Qur'an states that there is no compulsion or coercion upon 
them regarding there religious matters. 

(21) cia 4:4 	u  

"There is no compulsion in religion." 

Non-Muslim citizens of an Islamic state are a bit more independent 
and free as compared to the Muslim citizens. They have more rights as 
citizens of Islamic state than the Muslims. Islam educates the Muslims to 
be more tolerant and considerate towards the non-Muslims. Islam furnishes 
complete religious freedom to the non-Muslim citizens to reside in Islamic 
ideological state according to their own creeds and beliefs even though 
their creeds, beliefs and dogma of life are entirely contrary to the ideas of 
the state. Islamic state neither itself intervenes in their religious matters nor 
allows the other citizens to do so. Their social customs and mode of 
civilization are guaranteed as an important responsibility of Islamic state. 
Religious diversity in Islamic state does not resist non-Muslims' religious 
rights and their typical life style. In short, 'their religious freedom is 
absolute in their personal matters with only one condition that the right of 
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religious freedom could not be enjoyed in the real sense without the same 
rights to others. 

Islam is a preaching religion with well-wishing nature and always 
invites the people towards its true and genuine beliefs ever-beneficial for 
the humanity. Islam gives so many evidences to prove its claim but never 
compels anybody to accept its invitation. Rather it restricts its preachers not 
to use other powerful tools to coerce anyone in this respect other than clear 
evidences and logical arguments. The Qur'an emphasizes that the 
responsibility of the Holy Prophet (SAW) is just to convey the message to 
others and not to force them towards Islam. 

(22) )y,y, 	4;4}S.So 	1:4:44 

"So remind them (0 Muhammad S.A.W.) you are only one who 
reminds." 

In terms of religious free will of non-Muslim citizens and tolerance 
of Islamic state towards them, an excellent example of Umar Farooq's 
preaching to his non-Muslim slave called Wasaq could be quoted. The non-
believer slave himself states that when I was in the ownership of Umar 
Farooq, he always used to preach me to become a Muslim. When I did not 
embrace Islam despite his continuous urge, he used to say: 
(23)  "N1 	-01:)S1 U" (There is no compulsion in religion). Afterwards, when 
he was on his death bed, he released me and said: go away wherever you 
want to go(24). 

Although every single citizen of the Islamic state is bound to obey 
the constitution as well as the administrative law of the state, the non- 
Muslim citizens are exceptionally independent of the state law in their 
personal and family matters. Islamic court is obliged to judge their personal 
and family matters according to their own personal laws, though the non-
Muslim citizens can themselves make a request to the court to get their 
matters decided in accordance with Islamic law if they desire. Once Umar 
bin Abdul Aziz, one of the most pious caliphs of Umayyad period, 
demanded a legal opinion from Imam Hassan Basari, an eminent Muslim 
scholar of the first century (AH), on some issues of his non-Muslim 
subjects, he responded: 

(25)  e144V 	Lai ej jaii5t,1 La I JS, 	A..J. i IA1.4 
"They (the non-Muslim populace) have accepted to pay Jizya (An 
annual state tax) for their religious freedom that they could reside 
within the Islamic state according to their own beliefs. You are a 
follower (of Islamic law) and not the innovator (of new laws. So 
resolve their issues according to their own beliefs)." 

Besides other rights, non-Muslim citizens also have the right to worship 
freely in their own proper worship places i.e. their churches, synagogues, 
monasteries or temples but they are not allowed to build new places of 
worship within the area of Muslims' jurisdiction. The second orthodox 
caliph Umar Farooq (RAA), on the occasion of conquest of Syria, signed 
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an agreement with the non-Muslim inhabitants of that area with the 
condition that their churches and synagogues would be kept preserved(26)* 

but they would not be allowed to construct any new church or 
synagogue(27). It means that they have the right to renovate or restructure 
their already constructed holy places but new worship places can not be 
constructed in Muslim owned areas. As far as the areas of non-Muslim 
ownership are concerned, they are allowed to build new holy places too 
despite the fact that they are under the Muslim administration. Abdullah bin 

Abbas, an eminent exegete of the Qur'an among the distinguished 
companions of the Holy Prophet (SAW), replying to a question which was 
asked about the construction of non-Muslim citizens' new worship places, 
explained that they could not be given any right or freedom to build new 
church or synagogue, strike the wooden gong, drink the wine openly, or 
rear the pigs within the cities colonized or populated by the Muslims. In 
their own cities, constructed and populated by them and having come under 
the administrative jurisdiction of the Muslims as they are conquered by the 
Muslims, they have all the rights and liberties mentioned in the agreement 
with the Muslims(28)• Non-Muslim citizens' religious freedom about sacred 
customs and rituals is restricted by one necessary condition that they should 
not be observed in such a manner as they irritate the Muslim citizens or 
they are performed with the purpose of showing off. They should avoid 
performing their rituals etc. at the places of Muslims' frequent sittings. It 
was included as clauses of reconciliation agreement between Abu Ubaidah 

bin Al-Jarrah (RAA) and the non-Muslim citizens of Syrian territory 

during the caliphate of Umar Farooq (RAA) that they (non-Muslim 
citizens) would not elevate the Cross in Muslims' towns, not bring the pigs 
to the fields of Muslims, and would not strike their wooden gong to make 
announcement for their rituals before or at the time of Muslims' Azaan 

(Call for daily prayers)(29)• 
The liberties and freedom which Islam has affirmed for the Muslims 

as well as non Muslims is absolutely balanced and beneficial to the 
humanity. These rights become more natural and balanced when they are 
limited with some conditions to synchronize them with social and human 
values along with individual and collective benefits and expedience. Hence 
the limits imposed by Islam on free will of man are entirely in favour of 
him individually as well as collectively to keep him on a balanced and 
moderate way that goes straight to the success of this worldly life in 
addition to that of the hereafter. 
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